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Abstract. This paper presents a method to measure online the gait
features from the gait silhouette images and reflect the gait features to
CG characters for an audience-participation digital entertainment. First,
both static and dynamic gait features are extracted from the silhouette
images captured by the online gait measurement system with two cam-
eras and a chroma-key background. Then, Standard Gait Models (SGMs)
with various types of gait features are constructed and stored, which are
composed of a pair of CG characters’ rendering parameters and synthe-
sized silhouette images. Finally, blend ratios of the SGMs are estimated
to minimize gait feature errors between the blended model and the on-
line measurement. In an experiment, a gait database with 100 subjects
is used for gait feature analysis and it is confirmed that the measured
gait features are reflected to the CG character effectually.

1 Introduction

Recently, audience-participant digital entertainment has gained more attention,
where the individual features of participants or users are reflected to computer
games and Computer Graphic (CG) cinemas. In EXPO 2005 AICHI JAPAN[1],
the Future Cast System (FCS) [2] in the Mitsui-Toshiba pavilion have been
performed as a one of large-scale audience-participant digital entertainments.
The system captures an audience’s face shape and texture online, and a CG
character’s face in the CG cinema is replaced by the captured audience’s face.
In addition, as an evolutional version of the FCS, Dive Into the Movie (DIM)
Project [3] tries to reflect not only the individual features of face shape and
texture but also those of voice, facial expression, face skin, body type, and gait.
Among these, body type and gait are expected to attract more attention of the
audience because there are reflected to the whole body of the CG character.

For the purpose of gait measurement, acceleration sensors [4] and Motion
Capture (MoCap) systems have been widely used. These systems are, however,
not suitable for an online gait measurement system because it takes much time
for the audiences to wear the acceleration sensors or MoCap markers.

In a computer vision-based gait analysis area, both model-based and appearance-
based approaches [5][6] were proposed, which can measure gait feature without
any wearable sensors or attached markers.



In the model-based methods, a human body is expressed as articulated links
or generic cylinders and they are fit to the captured image to obtain both static
features like link length and dynamic features like joint angle sequence. Although
these features can be used for the gait feature measurement, the method is
not suitable for online measurement because of high computational cost and
difficulties of model fitting.

The appearance-based methods extract gait features directly from the cap-
tured images without troublesome model fitting. In general, extract features are
composite of both static and dynamic components. Although the composite fea-
tures are still useful for gait identification, they are not suitable for separate
measurement of static and dynamic components.

Therefore, we propose a method of online measurement of intuitive static and
dynamic gait features from the silhouette sequences and also a method of gait
feature reflection to the CG character in the CG cinema. Side-view and front-
view cameras capture image sequences of target subject’s straight walk, and Gait
Silhouette Volume (GSV) is constructed by silhouette extraction, silhouette size
normalization, and registration. Then, the both static and dynamic components
are measured separately from the GSV. Because the proposed method extracts
the gait features directly from the silhouette sequence without model fitting,
its computational cost get much lower than that of the model-based methods,
which enables online measurement of the audience’s gait.

2 The Gait Database

2.1 Multi-view Treadmill Gait Database

For a preliminary gait analysis, we have constructed a multi-view gait capturing
system. Our system consists mainly of a treadmill, 25 synchronous cameras (2
layers of 12 surrounding cameras and an overhead-view camera using a mirror),
and six screens surrounding the treadmill for chroma-key background. The frame
rate and resolution of all the cameras are set to 60 fps and VGA, respectively.

Our database includes 454 subjects (271 male, 183 female), with ages ranging
from 4 to 75 years old, (see Fig. 1(a) for distribution). Subjects were collected
by open recruitment and signed a statement of consent for the usage to research
purposes, which is issued by Yagi laboratory at ISIR (The Institute of Scientific
and Industrial Research) in Osaka University. After walking practice on the
treadmill, subjects walked at 4 km/h or slower if necessary for children and
the elderly. They wore standard clothing (long-sleeved shirts and long pants,
otherwise their own casual clothes).

2.2 Large-scale Ground Gait Database

The online gait measurement system contains front- and side-view cameras and
light green chroma-key background lit with LED lights. The length of walking



(a) Multi-view Treadmill Gait Database (b) Large-scale Ground Gait Database

Fig. 1. The distribution of subjects’ gender and age.
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Fig. 2. The outline of the online gait feature measurement system

course is decided so as to capture more than two stable gait cycles3. Assuming
the step is 1.0 m at most, the necessary length for capturing is 4.0 m, and addi-
tional 3.0 m intervals are set up for the sufficient acceleration and deceleration
respectively. As a result, the total length is 11.0 m as shown in Fig. 2. The side-
view camera is set 3.5m far from the subjects and the front-view camera is set
so as to capture the whole body of the subjects.

Visitors at the outreach activity of DIM project4 experienced the online gait
measurement system and they signed a statement of consent for the usage to
research purposes, which is issued by the DIM project. As a result, the database
includes 1610 subjects (830 male, 780 female), with ages ranging from 3 to 94
years old (see Fig. 1(b) for distribution).

3 A gait cycle contains two steps of left and right legs.
4 National museum of emerging science and innovation during 23rd to 25th March in

2009.



3 Gait Feature Measurement

3.1 GSV Construction

The first step in gait feature measurement is the construction of a spatio-
temporal Gait Silhouette Volume (GSV). First, gait silhouettes are extracted
by background subtraction and a silhouette image is defined by a binary image
whose pixel value is 1 if it is in the silhouette and is 0 otherwise. Second, the
height and center values of the silhouette region are obtained for each frame.
Third, the silhouette is scaled so that the height is a pre-determined size, whilst
maintaining the aspect ratio. In this paper, the size is set to a height of hg = 60
pixels and a width of wg = 40 pixels. Fourth, each silhouette is registered such
that its center corresponds to the image center. Finally, a spatio-temporal GSV
is produced by stacking the silhouettes on the temporal axis. Let f(x, y, n) be a
silhouette value of the GSV at position (x, y) of the nth frame.

3.2 Estimation of Key Gait Phase

The next step is estimation of two types of key gait phases: Single Support Phase
(SSP) and Double Support Phase (DSP) where subject’s legs and arms are the
closest and the most spraddle respectively. The SSP and DSP are estimated as
local minimum and maximum of the second-order moment around the central
vertical axis of the GSV in the half gait cycle. The second-order moment at nth
frame within the vertical range of [ht, hb] is defined as

S[ht,hb](n) =
hb∑

y=ht

wg−1∑
x=0

(x − xc)2f(x, y, n). (1)

Where xc is the horizontal position of the central vertical axis. Because the SSP
and DSP occur once per a half gait cycle alternately, those at ith half gait cycle
are obtained as follows.
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where nSSP
−1 and nDSP

−1 are initialized to zero, and gait period gp is detected by
maximizing the normalized autocorrelation of the GSV for the temporal axis.
In the following section, NSSP and NDSP represent the number of the SSP and
DSP respectively. Note that SSP and DSP focused on arms, legs, and entire



Fig. 3. Example of GSV

(a) Body (b) Leg (c) Arm

Fig. 4. SSP (left) and DSP (right)

body are obtained by defining the vertical range [ht, hb] appropriately. In this
paper, the ranges of arms and legs are defined as [0.33hg, 0.55hg] and [0.55hg, hg]
respectively. Figure 4 shows the result of the estimation of SSP and DSP.

3.3 Measurement of the Static Features

Static features contains the height, the waist width, and the waist bulge. When
the static features are measured, GSV at SSP is used to reduce the influence
of the swing arm and the bend of the legs. First, the number of the silhouette
pixels at height y of the side and front GSV are defined as the width w(y) and
the bulge b(y) respectively as shown in Fig. 5. Then, their averages WGSV and
BGSV within the waist range of heights [yWt, yWb] and [yBt, yBb] are calculated
respectively.

WGSV =

∑yW b

y=yW t
w(y)

(yWb − yWt + 1)
, DGSV =

∑yBb

y=yBt
b(y)

(yBb − yBt + 1)
(4)

Then, given the height on the original size image Hp, the width and the bulge
on the image Wp and Bp are obtained as

p =
Hp

hg
, Wp = pWGSV , Bp = pBGSV . (5)

Finally, given the distance l from the camera to the subject and the focal length
f of the camera, the real height H, the width W , and the bulge B are

H = Hp
l

f
, W = Wp

l

f
, B = Bp

l

f
. (6)

For statistical analysis of the static features, 100 subjects were chosen at
random from the multi-view treadmill gait database and front- and left side-view
cameras were used for measurement. Figure 6 shows the relation between the
measured height and the questionnaire result range of the height. The measured
heights almost distributed within the questionnaire result range. The measured
heights of some short subjects (children) are, however, out of lower bound of the
questionnaire result. These errors may result from self-enumeration errors due
to the rapid growth rate of the children. Figure 7 shows the relation between the
measured bulge and the questionnaire result of the weight and it indicates that
the bulge correlates with the weight to some extent. For example, the bulges



of light Subject A and heavy Subject B are small and large as shown in Fig. 7
respectively. As an exceptional example, the bulge of light Subject C becomes
large by mistake because he/she wears a down jacket.

3.4 Measurement of the Dynamic Features

Step Side-view silhouettes are used for step estimation. First, walking speed v is
obtained by distance between silhouette positions at the first and the last frames
and elapsed time. Then, the averaged steps’ length are obtained by multiplying
the walking speed v and the gait cycle gp.

Arm swing The side-view GSV from SSP to DSP is used for arm swing mea-
surement. First, the body front and back boundary line (let them be lf and lb
respectively) are extracted from a GSV at SSP, and then front and back arm
swing candidate areas RAf and RAb are set respectively as shown in Fig. 8. Next,
the silhouette sweep image Fi(x, y) are calculated for ith interval from SSP to
the next DSP as

Fi(x, y) =

{
0

∑nDSP
i

n=nSSP
i

f(x, y, n) = 0

1 else
, j =

{
i + 1 (nSSP

i > nDSP
i )

i (nSSP
i < nDSP

i ).
(7)

Finally, the front and back arm swing areas are obtained as areas of the swept
pixels of Fi(x, y) in the RAf and RAb respectively.

Af
i =

∑
(x,y)∈RAf

Fi(x, y) , Ab
i =

∑
(x,y)∈RAb

Fi(x, y) (8)

For statistical analysis of the arm swing, the same 100 subjects as the static
feature analysis are used. Figure 10 shows the result of the measured the front
swing arm area. We can see that the measured arm swings are widely distributed,
that is, they are useful cues for individual feature reflection to the CG character.
For example, degrees of the arm swing for Subject A (small), B (middle), and
C (large) can be confirmed in the corresponding GSV at DSP on the graph. In
addition, though the asymmetry of the arm swing is not so outstanding, some
subjects have the asymmetry such as Subject D.
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Fig. 5. Measurement of the body size
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Stoop We propose two methods of stoop measurement: slope-based and curvature-
based methods. In the both methods, a side-view GSV at a SSP is used to reduce
the influence of the arm swing, and a back contour is extracted from the GSV.
Then, the slope of the back line is obtained by fitting the line lb to the back con-
tour, and also the curvature is obtained as maximum k-curvatures of the back
contour (k is set to 8 empirically).

For statistical analysis of the stoop, the same 100 subjects are used. Figure
11 shows the result of the measured the stoop. By measuring both the slope
and the curvature of the back contour, various kinds of the stoops are measured
such as large slope and small curvature (e.g. SubjectA), small slope and large
curvature (e.g. Subject C), and large slope and curvature (e.g. Subject C).

4 Reflecting the gait features to the CG character

4.1 Standard Gait Models

Generally speaking, the parameters of link length and joint angle sequence
are needed in order to render the CG characters, which are different from the
appearance-based gait features in the proposed framework. Therefore we should
define a mapping from the appearance-based gait features to the rendering pa-
rameters. In addition, the mapped CG characters’ motion should lie in the natu-
ral gait domain. To satisfy these two requirements, we introduce Standard Gait
Models (SGM): MoCap data of various types of walking sequence of a training
subject, and define the mapping problem as blend ratio estimation of the SGM.



4.2 Blend Ratio Estimation

First, the appearance-based gait feature of the SGMs are extracted in the same
way as the online measurement from a walking silhouette sequence synthesized
with their rendering parameters. Then, let’s assume the gait feature vector v̂
of the blended model is approximated as a weighted linear sum of those of the
SGMs.

v̂ ≈
n∑

i=1

αiv i = V α (9)

where v i and αi represent the m dimensional gait feature vector and the blend
ratio of the ith SGM respectively, and n is the number of the SGMs. Then, the
blend ratio α is estimated so as to minimize errors between the gait features
v̂ of the blended model and the online measured gait features v (call it an
input vector). The minimization problem is formulated as the following convex
quadratic programming.

αCQP = arg min
α

(V α − v)T (V α − v) (10)

subject to
n∑

i=1

αi = 1 , 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1

The minimization problems is solved with the active set method.
Moreover, when the number of the SGMs n is larger than the dimension of the

gait features m, the solution to eq. (10) is indeterminate. On the other hand,
eq. (9) is the approximate expression because the mapping from the render-
ing parameter domain to the appearance-based gait feature domain is generally
nonlinear. Therefore, it is desirable to choose closer gait features to the input
feature.

Thus, another cost function is defined as an inner product of the blend ratio α
and the cost weight vector w of the Euclidean distance from the features of each
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Table 1. The SGMs and input gait features

SGM Arm Swing Step Stoop

Arm Swing L 3.50 0.51 -0.55
Arm Swing S -1.00 -1.44 -0.63

Step L -0.34 3.00 -1.27
Step S -0.30 -2.30 1.12
Stoop 1.11 -0.61 2.50

Recurvature 1.48 -0.68 -3.00
Average 0.30 -1.02 -1.49

Subject Arm Swing Step Stoop

A 3.40 0.34 0.23
B -0.84 1.13 -1.23
C 1.83 0.52 2.46

Table 2. The blending ratio of the SGMs

SGM \Subject A B C

Arm Swing L 0.83 0 0.16
Arm Swing S 0 0.42 0

Step L 0 0.58 0.04
Step S 0 0 0
Stoop 0.17 0 0.80

Recurvature 0 0 0
Average 0 0 0

SGMs to the input feature, which is defined as w = [||v1 − v ||, . . . , ||vn − v ||]T .
Given one of the solution to eq. (10) as αCQP and the resultant blended model
v∗ = V αCQP , the minimization problem can be written as a linear program-
ming.

α∗ = arg min
α

wT α (11)

subject to V α = v∗ ,
n∑

i=1

αi = 1 , 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1

Finally, this linear programming is solved with the simplex method.

4.3 Experimental Results

In this experiment, three gait features: arm swing, step, and stoop are reflected
to the CG characters, and Seven SGMs and three test subjects are used as shown
in Tab. 1 respectively. Note that the gait features are z-normalized so as to adjust
scales among them. The resultant blend ratios are shown in Tab. 2. For example,
Subject A with large arm swing gains the largest blend ratio of the Arm Swing
L and it results in the synthesized silhouette of the blended model with large
arm swing (Fig. 12). The gait features of Subject B (large step and small arm
swing) and C (large stoop and large arm swing) are also successfully reflected in
both terms of the blend ratios and the synthesized silhouettes as shown in Tab.
2 and Fig. 12.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a method to measure online the static and dynamic gait
features separately from the gait silhouette images. The sufficient distribution
of the gait features were observed in the statistical analysis with large-scale gait
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Fig. 12. The synthetic result

database. Moreover a method of gait feature reflection to CG characters was
proposed with the blend ratio estimation of the SGMs. The experimental results
show the gait feature like arm swing, step, and stoop are effectively reflected to
the synthesized blended model.
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